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WARNING
Please read this product instruction carefully before use
and assembled,please safekeeping that instruction for 
future reference.If you do not according to this instruction
operation,incorrect operation bring baby unsafe factor.
Ensure that all the locking devices are in the locked state
before use.Do not leave the stroller parked on the slope or 
other dangerous areas which have water or fire.
Always used the brake when parking the stroller.

Never leave your child unattended.
Ensure the baby safe safe,proper use of safety belts when
child is sitting.Always check the safety performance of 
safety buckle.

Do not allow the child climb out from fence or stand 
in the stroller.
Backrest adjustment must be carried out by the children’s
caregiver.
This stroller is only for a single seat;do not carry 
two children.
To avoid setting backrest upright(the backrest should
be placed flat position),because the newborn babies 
do not control its’ head.

Do not let your child play with this product.Activity
part please add lubricant ,on a regular basis to ensure
the flexibility and stability of products.
Ensure that all disassemble parts can be installed in 
place for safety when the parts re-installation.



To clean fabric,please do not put in water ,please use
 brush to clean the appliances and gently wipe the stain.
The stroller can bear the biggest weight is 15 kgs.The 
maximum loading carried in the shopping basket must never
exceed 3 kgs.
The stroller is suitable for child from 0 month to 36 
months.
In order to avoid accident,the package of goods should be
kept out from the reach of the child or destroyed directly.

Any load hung on the handlebar will affect the stability 
of the stroller.
In order to prevent accidents from occurring periodically
check the condition of using strollers.Once there has some
problems,please stop using at once.
Do not use accessories not supplied by manufacturer.
Do not long-time use the stroller in high-temperature,cool
or damp exvironment.

Any load hung on the handlebar will affect the stability
of the stroller.

Do not place additional cotton pad or other mattress 
thicker exceed 10 mm in the pram body.

This production has been executed by GB 14748-2006<
<safety requirement for perambulators for children>>.

To show the operation of products and product structure,
we provide these pictures.If the real object and pictures 
have few differences,please practicality as standard.



THE ASSEMBLY OF STROLLER

adjustment legrest

handle bar

canopy

removable tray

footrest

front wheel

safety belt

1.Open the package and take out parts,hold the 
handlebar and pull up it ,fold up folding joint,hear
“click” means the folding joint locked.At this
time push the handlebar,folding joint should not
be fall out.The strollers can not drop or open means
the stroller has been opened.
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8 folding sets

9

9 shopping basket
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2.Insert the front wheel seat（B)into
front wheel axis（A),hear the “click”,
means the front wheel installed，while

 pull down the wheel,it can not be fallen
 out.When you walking in the uneven 
road,please fixed  direction of front wheel 
to push the stroller coveniently.
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4.Press the fragment（K），respectively
 insert the backwheels sets into backfoot 
tube’s two sides(I).Push up the fragment
(K) of backfoot tube popup from the back
seat plastic hole.Ensure the wheel sets do not 
fall out means the installation completed.
When you need to disassemble wheel sets,
press the fragment and pull down the wheel
seat.When you do not need push stroller,you
should step down back brake lever(C)then the
 

 

3.When baby sleeping ,you 
can pull the legrest  to 
extension  seat’s length.
When baby need  to sit ,push
 down two sides buttons  then
 the legrest can be laid down.

5.Adjustment backrest:one
 hand holds backrest 
adjustment belt; the other
 hands holds backrest
adjustment clip,then press
 the button and slide it up 
or down, you can choice
 any angle which  make 
your baby feel comfortable.

Caution：For baby safety,when the strolle do not
move.Must brake the wheels,avoid sliding caused harm！
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stroller braked.When you need to push,hook 
the brake levers,the brake levers are freedom.



7.Ensure the wheel sets installed and 
all stroller safety devices locked,push
 the stroller one round ,there is no 
exception the stroller can be used .
Put the baby arms into right and left 
sides (as is shown in the picture),
insert two sides buttons into the 
crotch safety buckles,ensure pull up 
the belts they can not be fallen out.
Need disassemble , press the
 middle-button in the safe buckle 
and pull to two sides.

8.Do not use the stroller ,fold the parts
of arrow  direction(G)and pull up.
Hold the fold sets with your thumb,
press the button of second lock(D),
four fingers press vigorously the 
folding button E,press down to the 
bottom and press down the
 handlebar,till frame closed.
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9.When the frame fold has 
been finished ,hang the 
fold hook (F) to the 
T -hanging bolt(F).As is
shown in the picture,the 
closed stroller has been
 finished.
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Caution:For safety,please use seat belts any time
and put the hip belt between the legs of children 
with safety clasp fastened！

6.Easily install and remove tray:
two hands hold the tray and insert
into the bar seat aim the bar bolt,
listen “click”means ok.Pull up
the button below the tray,lift up
the tray means it unlocked you
can remove the tray,this can help
baby  get on and off  the stroller 
conveniently.
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2. （B)
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Laat uw kind nooit alleen achter in deze kinderwagen.
De parkeerrem moet altijd worden gebruikt als u kinderen erin zet 
of eruit haalt.
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Let op: Om veiligheidsredenen dient u altijd veiligheidsgordels 
te gebruiken en de heupgordel tussen de benen van kinderen 
met een vastgemaakte veiligheidssluiting te bevestigen！
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Lassen Sie Ihr Kind niemals alleine in diesem Kinderwagen.
Die Feststellbremse muss beim Ein- und Aussteigen von Kindern 
immer angezogen werden.
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Hinweis: Verwenden Sie aus Sicherheitsgründen immer 
Sicherheitsgurte und befestigen Sie den Beckengurt zwischen den 
Beinen von Kindern mit einer angebrachten Sicherheitsschnalle！
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